Time Flies...

As you read this, the European Journal of Esthetic Dentistry is celebrating its second anniversary. This ambitious project was initiated more than 3 years ago, and with the support of the European Academy of Esthetic Dentistry and Quintessence Publishing, we have already reached our eighth issue! Now it is time to say thank you to those who are working hard behind the scenes to deliver this fine journal.

First, I would like to thank Juliane Richter and Bernd Burkart from Quintessence Berlin. Without their support, it would be impossible to finish all of the work for each issue on time.

Writing a good scientific paper is hard, especially if English is not your native language. Knowing this, I thank our manuscript editor from the Quintessence Chicago office, Jake Wolff, who goes through all manuscripts to give them that easy-to-read "EJED style."

Last but not least, I would like to send a big thank you to all of our authors who have published their beautiful work in the journal, as well as to all of our subscribers. This growing community of readers and authors inspires us to make each issue better than the last.

Here’s to a bright future for the EJED and its readers!